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Using an~logies to ~id understanding 
in seconduy chemistry educ~tion 

Rodney B. Thiele and David F. Treagust 

Science Qnd Mathematics Education Centre 

Curtin University of Technology 


Perth, Western Australia 


In assisting studtnts to understand chtmistry concepts, ttachtrs 
occasionally ust arralcgits. Thtse analogits art btlrtvtd to htlp tht 
st"dtnts to strudurt tht ntw knowledge and thty art cons1dtrtd to be 
tsptcially ustful for topics of an abstract or submicroscopic naturt. 
Howtvtr, analogits havt also bttn identifitd as a factor m tht studtnts' 
misundtrstanding of chtmical concepts. 

This paptr rtports on tht recent literature 1dtnt1fying tht adva,.tagts and 
constraints of tht ust of analogies in chemistry tducation. Sptt· fical!y, an 
examrnatron of analogies found 1n textbooks currently used by Australian 
high school studtnts is discussed with respect to these idtntrfitd 
advantagts and constraints. 

INTRODUCTION 
To assist in the cxplainmg of abstract chemical concepts, teachers may help their 
students achieve conceptudi understanding, rather than algontlimic understanding, by 
employing teaching tools such as analogies and rnud~ls. An analogy can allow new 
material to be more easily assur.1lated with the students' prior knowledge enabling 
those who do not readily think in abstract tenns to develop an understanding of the 
concept. Over the last decade, heightened interest concerning the use of analogies m 
science education has resulted in the presentation of a clearer picture of the types of 
analogies that are available and their ranges ·.it presentation style. 

However, 1t is still evidenced that the use ot analogies does not always produce the 
intended effects. Teachers occasionally discover that students take the analogy too far 
and are unable to separate it trom the content bemg learned. Other students onlv 
remember the analogy and not the content under study whilst yet others focus upcn 
extraneous aspects of the analogy to iorm spurious conclusions relating to the targel 
content. This paper considers a decade of research literature concerning the use of 
andlog1es in science education and presents some of th~ advantages and the constraints 
of using analogies in chemistry 1rstruct1on by making referen::e to a thorough 
examination of analogy ex<'mples found in Au!>tralian hrgh school chemistry textbooks. 

DEFINING AN ANALOGY 
There is a need to clearly define what an Jnalogy 1s so that 1t is not confused with 
illustrations and examples. Glynn et al. ! provide a useful working definition: 

An analogy 1s a corresponder,:e an some respects bckween concepts, pnnc1ples, or formulas 
otherwise diss1m1lar. More prec1sclv, it 1s ~ mapping between s1m1lar features of those 
concepts, pnnoples, and formulas. (p. 383> 

The analogy requires the selection of a student world analog to assist in the explanation 
of the content specific ~..!W (or topic). The analog and target share attributes that allow 
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for a relationship to be identified. A diagrammatic representation of the analogical 
relationship is shown in Figure 1. 

ANALOGICAL RELATIONSHIP 

ANALOG 
Attribute 

compared with TARGET 

Attribute 


1 compared with 1 

2 compar ...J with 2 

3 compared with 3 

n compared with n 


Figure 1. Analogical re1.ationship betwlen the analog and the target illustrating the 
sharing of attributes (Adapted from Glynn et al., 1989, p. 384). 

One an.alogy that has been used in chemistry textbooks to help explain aspects of the 
region of influence of an electron is that of a rotatin~ propeller. 2.3.4 In this ~n.alogy, the 
target concept is an understanding of th£ characteristics of an electron's region of 
influence. The analog is a description. or diagram, of a rapidly rotating plane propeller. 
There are several shared attributes that are readily compared. When the propeller is 
rapidly rotating, it is not possible to state exactly where the blade is at any given instant 
and yet, if a person was to attempt to insert a stick into the general area, they would find 
that the propeller's properties are applied throughout the whole region. Similarly, the 
electror, due to its rapid motion and wavelike properties, exerts its presence throughout 
a large orbital region without bei'lg specifically present at any exact location at any given 
instant. This comparison of shared attributes is known as 1nappin~. It involves a 
deliberate categorization of those attnbutes that are shared between the analog and the 
target. It is also true that there are attnbutes of both tht rotating propeller system and 
the area of electron influence that are not shared. For example, the propeller is fixed in 
its orbit of rotation, whereas the electron 1s mobile within a probablistic three
dimensional orbital. It must be considered that the analog and the target will have 
many attributes that are not shared. Good mJpp1ng should also give indication as to 
where this occurs so that unsha•ed attributes are not ascribed to the target domam. 

Discussions relating to the use of analogies in d.l!m1stry education found in educational 
literature have indicated the confusion that 1s occas1onally shown when differentiating 
analogies from illustrations and examples. This is highlighted in seve::al articles, for 
example Remington 3, which present different methods of illustratmF: the magnitude of 
the Avogadro number or the mole. As the Avogadro number is a number that need not 
be subject specific, illustrations showing how thick a layer of Avogadro's number of 
marbles would coat the earth do not ideally match the definition of an analogy 
presented by Glynn et al. but are better considered as illustrations or perhaps examples. 
However. an analogy for the mole that 1s better aligned with Glynn et al's. definition is 
found in Garnett 0: 

Just as 1t is convenient to group eggs mto cartons ot a dozen or sheets of paper into reams (500 
sheets), chemists measure the amount ot any ~ubstancc in tenns of moles. (p. 41) 

In this analogy, the analog is dozens and reams while the target concept is the mole. 
The attribute shared by both the analog and the target is the grouping of substance for 
convenience. 

J 
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DIFFERENT 'IYPES OF ANALOGIES 
The literature 7 highlights a range of types of analogies which include verbal, pictorial, 
personal, bridging, and multiple analogies, some of which are discussed below. Further, 
Curtis and Reigeluth 11, in an analysis of 52 analo!"(ies from four American chemistry 
textbooks, proposed several other criteria by which analogies may be further classified by 
their integral parts. In developing these criteria, Curtis and Reigel!.lth give further 
credence to the viability of analogy use in chemistry ertucation. These criteria include an 
analysis of the nature of the shared attributes (slructural or functional), the degree of 
explanation concerning the analog, as well as the level of enrichment of the analogy (the 
extent to which the author .napped the shared attributes). It is also evident that the final 
presentation by the classroom teacher will have a considerable influence upon the mode 
<'f operation of an an.1logy. . 

Verbal and Pictorial Analo~jes 
Verbal analogies include only written text or oral presentation. As this type of analogy is 
often subtly err.bedded in the body of the text. the reader is usually left to draw the 
necessary comparisons and conclusions about tne target from the description of the 
analog. Alternatively, a pictorial analogy allows the textbook author or teacher to 
pictorially highlight the desired attributes of the analog. This ~\ethod helps proVlde a 
greater degree of visualization which reduces the likelihood that the student is not 
sufficiently familiar with the analog. Figure 2 1s an example of a pictorial analogy for the 
propellerI electron rela tionshi p discussed abov~. Most pictorial analogies are 
accompaniP.d by some verbal explanation and hence, technically should be referred to as 
pictorial-verbal analogies. Unfortunately, the extra space required for pictorial analog1es 
m textbooks can be a limiting factor to their frequency of use. 

~CLC.LL-> 

Figure 2. A pictorial analogy. 

Taken from A Gu1dt to H.S.C. Chemistry <p. 1) by P. Lewis and R. Slade, 1981, 

Melbourne, VIC: Longman Cheshire Pty Limited. Copyright 1981 by Longman 

Cheshire Pty Limited. Reprinted by penmssion. 


Personal Analogies 
This type of analogy IS believed to a5s1st s~udents by relating abstract chemical concepts to 
student world considerations such as peoplP money, food, and relationsh:ps. Students 
can be physically involved in a personal analogy. For example, chemistry students may 
be asked to walk around the classroom m such a manner that their direction of travel is 
analogous to the motion of electrons through a wire or ionic migration through a 
solution during electrolysis. Alternatively, the students may only be involved at a 
mental level. In this situation, they co1..1id consider the packaging of sausages and 
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rissoles into barbecue packs to be analogous to a reacting system and the effect of a 
limiting reagent on the amount of product and excess reagent remaining. Marshall 9 

suggests that this type of analogy causes better learning of concepts and that the approach 
is more enjoyable although she cautions that personal analogies can cause students to 
give intuitive feelings to iNnimate objects and concepts. 

THE ADVANTAGES OF ANALOGIES IN TEACHING 
Analogies are believed to help in three ma1or ways in that they: a) provide visualization 
of abstract concepts; b) help compare sim1lanties of the students' real world with the 
new concepts; and c) have a motivational function. 

Visualization Process 
Researchers 1.10 agree that the visualization process is very important in the learning of 
concepts and that the pictures prompt a visualization process to aid t:nderstanding. In 
an analysis of 216 analogies found in science textbooks for secondary students, Curtis and 
Reigeluth s found that chemistry textbooks contained the highest percentage of pictorial 
analogies (29%) compared to the t0tal science average of only 16%. Other studies 11.12 

have also highlighted the cons.derable use of pictorial analogies in chemistry textbooks. 

Real World Lin!sa~e 
The use of analogies is well linked to science in both historic and contemporary settings. 
Further, it has been proposed that analogies are traditionally used both in explaining 
science and in the processe!: of science. Weil renowned theorists such as Maxwell, 
Rutherford, and Einstein are reported to have used analogical reasoning as a tool to aid 
problem solving and to explain hypotheses rel,1ting to early theories of atomic structure. 
3,10 In a similar way, analogies are used more frequently when the target domain is 
most difficult to understand. 7 The presentation of a concrete analog in this situation 
facilitates understanding of the abstract concept by pointing to the similarities between 
objects or e\'ents in the students· world and the phenomenon under discussion. 

\1ot1vat1onal Function 
The motivational sense of analogy 1s due to a number of factors. As the teacher or 
textbook author is draw1115 from the students· real world experience, a sense of intnnslC 
interest is generated. In addition to this interest. students who traditionally perform at 
lower acaaem1c levels are more likely to acme\·~ a level of conceptual understanding 
that is more substantial than usual. This resuits in a motivational gam. However, it 
should be noted that little has been determint.>d trom t'mpmcal studies about the actual 
leamm~ processes that are associated wuh ana1ogy assisted instruction since most of the 
studies have onlv measured the students· recall ot learned materials. It is also not well 
known if analogies really do assist students to attain a level of conceptual understanding 
or whether students only use the analo~y as another algonthm1c method to obtam the 
correct answer. 

THE CONSTRAINTS OF ANALOGIES 
Despite the advantages and usefulness ot anaiog1es as prev1ouslv outlined, tile use of 
this teachin~ tool can cause incorrect N 1mpa1red learning due to some fundamental 
constraints related to the analog - target relationship. Three of these constraints are 
discussed in thlS pa!Jer. 

; 



Analo& Unfamiliarity 
A significant con-.traint on the use of analogies in teaching is the possible unfamiliarity 
of the learner with the analog selected. Several empirical studies on the use of 
analogical reasoning in chemistry instruction, for example a study by Gabel and 
Sherwood, l3 have been hindered by this problem. The finding that a significant 
proportion of the students sampled in these studies did not understand the analog 
shows clearly the need for caution in teaching with this method and in evaluating those 
analogies that are presented to improve student understanding of chemistry concepts. 

Sta&es of Co"3itiye Development 
A second area of constraint with analogy usage relates to the Piaget1an stages of cognitive 
development. Whilst there is general agreement that analogies can assist students who 
primarily function at lower cognitive stages, if thf se students lack visual imagery, 
analogical reasoning, or correlational reasoning, then the use of analogies is still 
believed to be limited. 13 In addition, those students already functioning at a formal 
operational level may have attained an adequate understanding of the target and the 
inclusion of an analogy might add unnecessary information loads that could also result 
in new misconceptions being formed by the -otudents. For these reasons, some 
instructors chcvse not to use analogies at all and thereby avoid these problems while, at 
the same time, they forsake the advantages of analogy use. 

Incorrect Transfer of Attributes 
The nature of the analog 1s that it has some shared attribute(s) with the target. However, 
Licata 14 considers that the unshared attributes are as instructive to the students as are 
the shared attributes. No analog shares all its attributes with the target as, 1f it did, then 
the analogy would becomt' an example by definition. These attributes that are not 
shared are often a cause of misunderstanding for the learners if they attempt to transfer 
them from the analog to the target. Another related constraint occurs when the 
students attempt attnbute transfer m an inappropnate manner. Rather than using the 
analog attnbutes as a guide for drawing conclusions concerning the target, the students 
occasionally incorporate parts, or all. ot the analog structure mto the target content. This 
1s illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 3. 11 One of the results of this incorrect transfer 
1s that students, when questioned concerning the nature of the target content, will 
answt'r with direct reference to analog features 

When analogies are used dunng classroom instruction, discussion should take place to 
assist in the delineation of boundanes and to aid concept refinement. 1"·15 Indeed, Glynn 
et al. 1 have produced a six step Teach in~ \V1th Analogies ff. W.A.) model that 1s 
designed to assist teachers use analogies etfectively This model provides for a clear 
delineation of shared and unshared attributes by the teacher. Allowing for student 
involvement and discussion at the classroom level will also provide feedbat:k to the 
instructor 1f incorrect attnbute transter has occurred. Teachers should not assume that 
the students are capable of effecting correct analogical transfer but, rather, should 
provide explicit instruction on how to u~e analogies and provide opportunity for 
considerable classroom discussion on the subject. 

ANALYSIS OF ANALOGIES USED IN CHEMISTRY TEXTBOOKS 
Eight chemistry textbooks were closely examined and all analogies 1dentu1ed were 
photocopied and further analysed. The textbooks used in the analysis had been 
identified by state syllabus orgamsat1ons as those current, generally used textbooks for 
A1Jstralian senior secondary chemistry education. Only one of the textbooks was not 
ptJblished in Australia - that was d British publication. A hst o( those textbooks 
examined may be found in an appended reference h~t. 

' 
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EXISTING . TARGET . 
KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE 

~~ use of analog to show the relationship between the existing and target 
knowledge structures. Analog attnbutes are used to draw conclusions concerning 

the target. 

EXISTING A:'\ALOG TARGET
-KNOWLEOCE • KNOWLEDGE-

Undesired effect dut: lO the incorporation of the analog into the framework 
relating existing knowledge to target knowledge 

Figure 3. Incorporation of analog m new knowltdge. 11 

A portion of text or a picture was considered to be analogical if it was aligned with the 
working definition stated above and I or It was stated by the author JS being analogical. 
Each analogy was scrutinized concerning the following features, three of which (c,d, and 
e) were reported by Curtis and Reigeluth ' 

a) the content of the target concept. 
b) the location of the analogy in the texthook. 
c) whether it was verbal or pictorial. 
d) evidence of further explana .n oi tht analog domain; 
e) the extent of the mapping done by the author; and 
t) the presence of any stated hmltJllon lir warning. 

A total of 70 analog1p- were 1dent1fied from ~•ght textbooks The number of analogies 
found in each book vaned cons1derabl~· with iour books having less than six analogies 
whilst the other four had between I::! and 17 Jnalog1es. Each analogy was further 
examined independently by th~ two researchers with an onginal agreement of 93% for 
the classifications. The remaining 7~ 01 the class1hcat1ons were agreed upon follo.ving 
consensus discussions. 

Content Analysis 
The content area of the target concepts was class1fied into 13 categories. Table 1 indicates 
that a considerable proportion of the analogies 06, 23%) relate to "Atomic Structure'' 
including electronic arrangement. Other areas in which analogies were used more 
frequently were found to be "Energy· - including collision theory - (10, 14%) and 
"Bonding" (7. 10%). The submicroscopic nature of these target concepts emphiiSlZes the 
visualization role of analogies. Fo: example. an analogy classified under the heading 
''Energy" was the rolling ball analogy for activation energy. This is shown m Figure 4 as 
it appears in the text Chtmrcal Sczencc tHunter et al.. 1981: p. 251>. 
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Tible 1. 

Analysis of the frequency of analogy use compared to target content area. 


~ontent Area n 'lo 

Acids &c Bises ::> 7.1 
Anilytical Methods 3 43 
Atomic Structure 16 22.9 
Biochemistrv 6 8.6 
Bonding 7 10.0 
Chemical Equilibrium ::> 7.1 
Energy 10 14.3 
Niture of Matter 6 8.6 
Organic .,
 1.4 
Penodic Table .. 
 29 
ReiCtion Rates 3 4.3 
Solutions 

., 

29 

Sto1chiometrv ~ 5.7 

tow k1ne11c •1Wf9Y 

hlQh lonoloc c:oc•IJV 

Act1v•t1on ~n•roy In this 11mp1e 
m•ch•mc•I •n•IOtJY to • chem1c•I 
1~~ct1on we ••• th•t tM b•JI must 
be given enough enetgy to •llow 1t 
to c11mO av., th• b•m•r OthefW1H 
1t will roll b•ck to wh.,• 1t st•n•tl 
(th•t is. no rHct1on would occur 1 

F1~re 4. The rolling ball an.ilo~y tor activation energy 

(Hunter et al., 1981, p. 251) 


Analoey Location m Textbook 
The page number of each analogy was used to detennme a decile measure of the 
analogy's location within the textbook as a whole. Table 2 suggests that the analogies 
tend to be used more frequently m the earlier stages of the textbook except for a number 
m the 7th declle. This could indJCate that conceptual targets are encountered in two 
phases - initially when the r.ew wor!~ 1s bemg introduced and also, at a later phase, when 
more difficult concepts are bemg presented 

..1 



Table 2. 

ANlysis of the decile position of the analogies in the textbooks as a whole. 


Location n 3 Cum% 

0 7 10.0 10.0 
1 14 20.0 30.0 
2 6 8.6 386 
3 10 14.3 52.9 
4 '1 

I 10.0 62.9 
5 9 12.9 75.8 
6 1 4 77.2 
7 12 17.1 9;3 
8 3 4J 98.6 
9 1.4 100.0 

Verbal and Pictorial Analo&1es 
It was found th.it 28 (403) of the 1dent1f1ed analogies had a pictorial component. These 
pictorial analogies, such as those illustrated in Figures 2 and 4, include some 
diagrammatic representation of either the an.Jlog or the target. Further analysis 
revealed that pictonal analogies are treql!entl~· positioned in the margin as an anecdotal 
package of h!!lpfui information. However, as Table 3 illustrates, verbal aNlogies ue 
rarely found in a marginalized pos1t1on. This md1cate" that au1hor.; may wish to use 
pictorial aNlogies more frequently but tend not to sacrifice the copy space. Those 
..1.1thors wnting texts with margmahzed comments t~nd to make use of the opportunity 
to use this space for pictorial analo\!1es 

Table 3. 

The frequency ot use of mar~inahzed Jnl.l pictorial Jnalog1es m the textbooks. 


\1argmauzea Bodv Total 

Verbal 
i
40 


r

Pictonal 1.+ .+ 


~'t 

Total lo 

1 

:-o 

Further Analo& Explanation 
To avoid the problems of analo~ un1am1ha ·1tv and incorrect attribute transfer. c;ome 
wnters prov;de background information concem1rg the relevant attnbutes of the target 
domain. This analog explanation attempts to ensure that the student is focussing upon 
the appropriate attnbutes at the time of analogical transfer. The explanation may 
constitute a simple phrasp of only a few words through to a paragraph thoroughly 
explaining the relevant analog attributes. for example. m Figure 2. the author suggests 
that the movmg propeller "...seems to take up all the space in which it moves", and 
again in Figure 4. reference 1s made to the ball requmn~ " ..enough energy to allow lt to 
climb over the bamer. Otherwise 1t will roll back to ~her~ 1t started...". Both of these 
statements ue elementary examples of analog t>xplanat1on. It was found th.it 40 (57%) of 
the analogies had some analog explanation. This 1s a little lower than other researchers 

11 have reported in pnor studies (66 - o9'1r).~ 
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The Extent of Mu~pin& 
The extent of mapping thit is done by the textbook iuthors was classified using Curtis 
and Reigeluth's •criteria of "Level of Enrichment" iS follows: 

a5 Simple - states only "tuget" is like "analog" with no further explanation; 
b) Enriched - indicates some statement of the shared attributes; and 
c) Extended - involves several analogs or several attributes of :me an;ilog used to 

describf: the target. 

The suggestion, iS per Rutherford, that the electrons ue distributed ar.)Jnd the nucleus 
of in itom like the plinets uound the sun (Ainley et al., 1981: p. 129), would be an 
example of a simple inalogy. In Figure 4, the inference that the b;dl rolling back to 
where at started relates to u, unsuc:cessful collision would be in example of in enriched 
analogy whilst the following quotitlon illustrates an extended analogy (which also 
includes considerable inalog explanation): 

An electron in •n •t1Jm 1s thcretorc r•ther hkc • book in bclokc•se with• numbei of sh~lv~. If 
• book is on the bottom shelf •nd you w•nt 11 on • higher shelf. you h•v~ to do work to hft 
th~ book •g•1nst its own INSS •nd therefore some of your energy w1!l be tr•nsferred to the 
book so that its potenll•l energy will be mcre•scd. Now suppo~ th~ book slips off the 
h1ghtt shelf •nd falls drwn to the bottom shelf •g;un. The energy which was giv~n to th~ 
book. wan be lost by 1t •nd given to the surroundings. prob•bly in th~ form of h~•t. The sh~lls 
in •n •tom ue s1m1lu to the shelves in the bookc•sc •nd. just •s the sh~lv~ represmt 
difftr~nt lev~ls of potenll•l energy above the ground. whos~ potenti•l cn~rgy c•n be 
cons1dtted to be zero. the shells can be thou~ht of •s energy levels for electrons outside the 
nucleus which. like the ground. has• poten11al energy of zero. Just •s 1t would not be possible 
to Mv~ • oook Mn~ng. unsupported, bctwren two \helves in • bookcue. so 1t as not poss1bl~ 
to h•v~ •n el~~n between two shells m the atom. However. 1t must be remembt!l'C!'d IMt, 
unhk~ • sh~lf. •n energy shell dCX'S not h.ivc any vhys1cal existence ot its own. <Ainlev ct 
al.. 1981: p 135) 

The textbook anilysis found that the use or simple analogies 1~ still fa1rlv common t33. 

47%) despite some reseuch suggesting that students require assistance when relating the 

correct analog attnbutes to the target. i::.i; Only 30 (43%) ot the analogies were ennched 

whilst the remainder <7. 103) were extended. Further. with reference to Table 4. it was 

noted that three of the four textbOl)ks ~.a vmg 12 or more analogies contJm.?d 

(ons1derably more simple anaio~1t>s thJn cnnd1l>d Jnaiog1e~. 


L1m1tat1™ 

Given that analogies can be used ml'om.•ctlv by 5tudents. II has been ~uggested that 

authors should include some warnmg JS Ill the lim11a11ons of the analogical process. 

Subsequently, each analogy was examined to st.>e 1f 11 111cludl'd. 


a) A general statement of the hm1tJlll)n of analogy use; or 
b) A statement relating spec1hcallv to the unshared a11~ ...1utes m the analogy. 

The bookcase analogy quoted above tor electron energy shells includes the statement 
that " ... unlike a shelf. an energy shell Jot.>s not have any physical ex1stenre of its own.". 
This is in eximple of i specific hm1tat1on stated at the end of the analogy to assist with 
the delineation of shared and ur.snarl'<l Jlln~utl>s 

li 
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Tible 4. 

The vuiation in the extent of mapping of anilogies found in te~tbooks. 


Text ~imple Enriched Extended Total 

A 10 b 1 17 
B 0 1 0 .,c 0 3 .. J 

D 1 
.,

0 
., 

E 8 
-
3 1 12 

F 1 
., 
..J 0 4 

G 4 9 ., 14 
H 9 3 .. 14 

Totil 33 30 7 70 

It was found thit no general statements concerning analogy use were mide m iny of the 
textbooks. In iddition, only 3 (4.3%) specific warnings or lim1tat1ons were exp;essed. 
This would suggest thit iuthors are either assuming that the students ue npible of 
effecting the iNlogical transfer themselves or that the teach~r - m the rnLJrse of nonNI 
clas.c;room teaching - will assist m this regard 

Further, it Wis found that only 15 (?1 'J) of the analogies included iny stitement 
identifying ~he strategy such as ··an analo,w ·, "analog··, or "analogous· such iS is found 
in Figure 4. We consider that 1f the strate~y was 1dent1fied more frequently, the;i the 
effect would be sim1lu to the addition of a "'.:r:.mg m that 1t will direct students towi.-as 
the correct cogmth•e procedure 1 

CONCLt.:SIONS 
From this study of analogies in tl'\tbooks us~d in Austrah.;n schools, 1t 1s possible to 
draw conclusions with respect to the statl'd advantages and constriin•s of us1r.g 
analogies. The considerable u!>e of p1ctonal analogies adJs credence to the v1su•lint1on 
effect of analogies since this helps tht author communicate the Mture of the shued 
attnbutes to the student more effecuvelv As s1rr1ple analogies compnse a substintial 
proportion of the total, textbook authors mav be underestimating the difficulties that 
students encounter when attempting analo~1cal transter. Research suggests that authors 
and editors should employ ennched, rather than simple, analogies for all but the most 
elementary relitionsh1ps 1f the ~a rget concepts are to be better understood as i result ot 
using the anilogy. Sim1l.irly, research suggests that anilog1es used in textbooks where 
there 1s i lad. of instruction or assistance in using the analogical processes ind i scuatv 
of stated lim1titions are less usetul than the authors might desire. tiowever, it IS hkely 
that the authors have ·ssumed that the classrnom teacher will accept that responsibility, 
but there 1s little research to document the ou~came of this occurrence. 

Further research IS required 1f w~ are to more tully understand the mental processes thit 
students employ when using analogies. A study th&?t focuses on both the teichers' ind 
students use of inalogies will allow for better curnculu design thit includes iNlog1es 
that will further aid students' .inderstanding of chemistry concepts. In iddition, these 
studies should report not only on the end result of analogy use (such is those by Gibel 
and Sherwood) but also on the processes as they occur. For thlS reason, interview ind 
observition techniques will be most applicable. Furthu research 1s needed on how 
students use analogies m learning complex chemistry concepts so as to adv~ iuthors 

. . 
-"



and teachers concerning the more effective use of analogies both in textbooks and in the 
classroom. As it is generally assum!l?d that teachers' repertoires of analogies are 
primarily derived from their reading of textbooks, and given the time taken to produce 
textbook materials. the advice to authors should command a higher priority. 
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